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Pre-service teachers tend to teach the way they were taught (Lortie, 1975). Johnson 

(1994) st剖esthat pre-service teachers' language learning experience in and outside a classroom 

makes them judge the appropriateness of theory, methodology, and teaching materials and 

decides how much of what they have learned in initial teacher education they will accept. If 

this is the case and teacher education at university should bear some fruit for be批erEnglish 

education, a university teacher education programme should include something th剖 positively

influences their learning of English. The Intercultural Oral Communication Project (IOCP) 

was designed and implemented with the intention of involving pre-service teachers, who had 

lear百edEnglish in a traditional way with too much focus on forms in most cases, in a more 

communication-oriented learning with more emphasis on exchange of meaning. In this paper, 

the 2009 IOCP was examined by employing a questionnaire survey and reflection writing. 

2. Research Purpose 

This research was made to answer a question and test the hypothesis below: 

Question : How does experiential language learning (IOCP) with their local assistant 

language teachers (ALTs)) influence their cognitions about L2 learning and 

teaching? 

Hypothesis: The participants' involvement in experiential language learning will change 

their cognitions about second language (L2) learning and teaching into the 

ones that suppo此theprinciples of communicative approach. 

3. Participants and Procedure 

Eighteen 2°d-year students (6 males and 12 females), m司o巾1gin the academic field 

related to the English language, took “Applied Linguistics I，＇’ a university course held in 

Semester l，合omApril to July 2009, by the present au白or.
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At the beginning of the course, Lightbown & Spada’s (2006) questionnaire with 7・point

Likert scale was administered to 16 out of the 18 participants (2 students were absent and 

continued to miss answering it). During the IOCP project de抑制forthis course, they wrote 

what they thought about language learning or communication after each IOCP session. The 

IOCPwas 60・minuteweekly face-to-face communication sessions about a con甘oversialissue of 

their choice with local assistant language teachers (ALTs). In total, 8 communication sessions 

were held in a room at a public building合om19:00 to 20:00 on Wednesdays (June 3rd, I 0th, 

17th, 24血， JulyI st, 8th, 15白， and22nd, 2009). The communication sessions were recorded 

with IC recorders. Tutorial sessions were set up for debriefing and supervision the next 

Wednesday morning based on白eirreflection writing, which were conductedぉ aform of 

interview with them and also recorded with IC recorders. At the end of the course, again, 

Lightbown & Spada’s (2006) questionnaire wぉ administered,but only 12 out of the 18 s加dents

answered it. 

Finally, 10 out of a total of 18 students answered both pre-and post-project questionnaire 

surveys and these 10 students’responses were analysed for this research. 

4. Data Collection and Analysis 

The responses to Lightbown & Spada’s (2006) questionnaire we陀 summarisedぉ

descriptive statistical data about average scores and SDs of the responses to each of由e17 

questions, and t-test was administered. Reflection writing wぉ collected由roughthe project 

with next Mondays as due dates. The writing was written企omtwo points of view: 

communication and language learning. Key words to describe their cognitions about L2 

learning and teaching were identified and used to portray白eircognition甘ansformation.

The methods of data collection and analysis described above釘 esummarised in Table 1 

below. 

Table 1. Methods employed for IOCP in the course“Applied Linguistics I” 

Course Instrumentation Data Collection and Analysis 

1. (~bW:,)b~:e~ti & . Spada’s 
Collected at the end and comparea 

oe':~~P~~f !:ti~ti~!i one onna1re data plus t-test 

tαC~ed Linguistics I 2. Reflection writing 
and interview 

~~~~fil：~ t k~~gh~~~也：pr1司：J made 
categonzat1ons 

3. Audio recordings §~~~！~！n~~d，~f由le~tfi~j!,ting 
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The data used for this paper is limited to Lightbown & Spada’s (2006) questionnaire and 

reflection writing due to the scope of this paper and time constraints. 

5. Results and Interpretation 

The descriptive statistical data and I-test results about pre-and post-course participants' 

responses to Lightbown & Spada’s (2006) questionnaire and noteworthy comments and feelings 

expressed by the pa目icipantsin their reflection writing were combined to draw an interpretation 

about the data. 

5.1 Questionnaire 

The data about Lightbown & Spada’s (2006) questionnaire was obtained from IO students 

who responded both at the beginning and the end of the course and also expressed a wish to 

become a teacher of English after graduation at the time the course was held. 

Table 2 shows the statements with a statistically significant difference at p < .05 between 

pre-and post-course responses to the questionnaire, whereas Table 3 presents the s旬temenお

without a statistically significant difference at the same level. Out of the 17 statements in the 

questionnaire, 8 st剖ementsare listed in order of p values (Statements 12, 6, 11, 10, 13, 17, 4, 

16) as the items that are worth noting. The other 9 statements did not show statistically 

significant differences with a wide range仕om0.053 to 1.000 of p values. 

The top three st剖ementsthat showed significant differences were Statements 12 (eπor 

correction), 6 (interference from L 1 ), and 11 (teaching structu閃 ssimple”to・complex). The 

changes of these three statements all indicate the direction合omagree to disagree shown in 

Table 1. The communication sessions with AL Ts may have been dynamic and interactive 

enough for them to learn English with less attention to accuracy （合omthe results of 12 and 6) 

and more attention to meaning （仕omthe result of I 1) 

Contrary to the results above, the data of Statements IO ( teaching grammatical rules), 13 

(material-exposure relationship), and 16 (implicit-explicit error correction) shows the direction 

of change towards more traditional teaching with more emphasis on form and less on meaning. 

The doubt about content-based teaching (Statement I 7) and motivation (S阻tement4) might 

show difficulties they felt in talking with native speakers of English. 
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Table 2. Statements with statistically significant changes企ompre-to post -course 

Statement 

12. 
Lear百ers’eπorsshould be corrected as soon as 
they釘emade in order to prevent the formation 
of bad habits. 
6. 

Most of the mistakes that second language 
learners m剖ceare due to interference from their 
first language. 
11. 
Teachers should teach simple language 
s甘UC加resbefore complex ones. 

IO. 
Teachers should present grammatical rules one 
at a time, and learners should practice 
examples of each one before going on to 
another. 
13. 
Teachers should use materials that expose 
students to only those language s甘UC旬resthey 
have already been taught. 
17. 
Students can leru百 bothlanguage and academic 
content (for example, science and history) 
simultaneously in classes where the subject 
matter is taught in their second language. 

Mean (SD) 

Pre Post 

2.00 (1.25) 3.80 (1.55) 

2.60 (0.97) 3.50 (0.97) 

1.80 (0.79) 2.50 (1.08) 

4.60 (1.58) 3.40 (0.84) 

5.20 (1.48) 4.30 (1.06) 

3.00 (1.94) 3.80 (1.32) 

p value 

Direction of change 

0.00016 

Agree to Disagree 

0.00073 

Agree to Disagree 

0.001 

Agree to Disagree 

0.003 

Disagree to Agree 

0.004 

Disagree to Agree 

0.011 

Agree to Disagree 

4. 0.037 
The most important ~redictor of success in 1.90 (0.88) 2.30 (0.82) 
second language acquisition is motivation. Agree to Disagree 

16. 

J~~：訂以おお！tt~：i：~！S:；~~出 2.70 (0.68) 3.10 (0.74) Agree仙旬ee

than by explicitly pointing out the e汀or.

0.037 

Notes.・Pairedsamples /-test (two-tailed). 1 = Strongly agree; 7 = Strongly disagree 

As indicated in Table 3, Statement 9 (basic words and structure for conversation with 

native speakers) did not show the change in its average score （白esame average of 4.90). The 

average score 4.90 seemed to suggest the students' understanding that words and s甘uc・旬resare 

not all they need for conversation with native speakers. The reason the average score did not 

increase as anticipated may lie in their feelings that words and struc旬re釘enot everything but 

necessary. Another statement that showed no change in the average score was Statement 5 

( early-success relationship). This must have just been irrelevant to the topics they talked about 

in the project. 
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Table 3. Statements with no statistically significant changes合ompre-to post-course 

Statement 

15. 
Students learn what they are taught. 

Mean (SD) p value 

Direction of change 

0.053 

Pre Post 

3.00 (1.94) 3.80 (1.14) 
Agree to Disagree 

0.104 
learned mainly through 2.60 (0.52) 3.00 (0.94) 

Agree to Disagree 
Languages are 
1m1tat1on 

8. 
It is essential for learners to be able to 
pronounce all the individual sounds in出e
second language. 
2. 

Parents usually co汀ectyoung children when 
they make grammatical e汀ors.

7. 
The best way to 
through reading. 

3. 
Highly intelligent people are good language 
learners. 
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learn new vocabulatγis 3.90 (1.45) 4.10 (1.37) 

Agree to Disagree 
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14. 

When learners are allowed to interact仕eely 4.40 (1.43) 4.50 (0.97) 
(for example, in group or pair activities), they Agree to Disagree 
copy each other mistakes. 
5. 

The earlier a second language is introduced in 
school programmes, the greater the likelihood 
of success in learning. 
9 

Once learners know roughly I 000 words and 
the basic s甘uctureof a language they can 
easily participate in conversation with native 
speakers. 

0.591 

1.000 
3.30 (1.57) 3.30 (0.82) 

No change 

1.000 
4.90 (1.66) 4.90 (1.29) 

No change 

Notes.・Paired s剖nples!-test (two・阻iled).I = Strongly agree; 7 = Strongly disagree 

The other s句tements15, 1, 8, 2, 7, 3, and 14 indicated no statistically significant 

di日erences,yet showed the direction of change合omagree to disagree, which shows a change 

towards more communication-oriented approach. 

A more detailed analysis with more attention to change observed in each individual 

student was made. The score difference of 3 points or over between pre-and post-course were 

picked up. The 3・pointchange or over in the 7・pointLikert scale means a drastic change合om

“agree”to“disagree”or the other way around. Accordingly, they are worth noting, with the 
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impo此anceof observing change in an individual student in mind. 

Table 4. Statements showing change by 3 poin臼orover 

Statement 

12. 

Lear百ers’e町orsshould be corrected as soon as 

they are made in order to prevent the formation 

of bad habits. 

15. 
Students learn what they are taught. 

2. 

Parents usually co汀ectyoung children when 

they m政egrammatical e汀ors.

8. 
It is essential for lear百ersto be able to 
pronounce all the individual sounds in白e
second language. 
3. 

Highly intelligent people are good language 

learners. 

13. 

Teachers should use materials that expose 

students to only those language s甘UC旬resthey 

have already been taught. 

Student 

YN 

MM  

HO 

YH 

YN 

MM  

YN 

YK 

YN 

YK 

Score 

Change 

1→5 

2→5 

1→5 

1→6 

2→5 

2→5 

1→5 

1→5 

2→5 

2→5 

百1emost outstanding change of scores is observed for Statement 12 ( e汀orcorrection). 

Four students reversed their idea about it and led to being against白econcept of behaviourism. 

This result corresponds to the change of the average score between pre-and post-course. 

Sudent YN presents four reversals of her view企om“agree”to“disagree.” Shewぉ one

of the students who earnestly engaged in the IOCP, which is proved by the fact that she brought 

her own IC recorder to record and listen to her conversation with ALTs a食ercoming back home. 

Another student who was earnestly involved in白eIOCP was MM, who indicates two reversals 

in Statements 12 ( error correction) and 15 (le訂ningwhat is taught). Her reflective writing is 

going to be employed as an example that shows her cognitions about L2 learning and teaching 

in the next section of 5.2 Reflection Writing. 
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5.2 Reflection Wri伽 g

A series of Student MM’s writing is going to be used as one of the examples of the 

students who participated in the IOCP with enthusiasm. Table 5 summarises her reflection 

about L2 learning after each of the IOCP communication sessions with ALTs in a chronological 

order. 

Table 5. Student h仏4’sreflection after each of the eight sessions of the 2009 IOCP 

No I Date I General characteristic I Specific excerpts from w仙 1g

1 I June 3 I di偽 rence between ｜…， I felt白紙“languagelearning" can’t do without 

2 

3 

4 

5 

10 

language learning and I learning the way of communication. 
communication I ... , and notice what I don’t know, natural way of 

co町1町mmcat1on.

commumcat1on as a I I noticed that “language le副首ing”was not just 

process 

of language learning 

learning of a language. Communication skills釘ealso 

needed for “language le訂ning”．
.. I was just nodding. It’s not real communication. It’s 

just listening practice because there is no process of 

“input and output” which are needed to 

commumcat1on. 

If baby isn’t spoken, she/he won’t be able to learn 

language. I think it’s almost same system when we 

learn second language, but we have already knew 

manアconcepts of words so it is a Ii抗leeasy ~rocess. 

17 I both p陀 par剖ion I I noticed that preparation is essential … 

24 

July I 

and immediate reaction ｜…language learners are needed to have enough 

application power to react immediately although some 

prep訂 ationare needed too. 

non-verbal language 

can be learned 

naturally 

speed of processing 

language 

I think the reason is that we have fear to make 

foreigners angry, and we think it’s failure of 

communication though foreigners do it naturally in 

real conversation. 

I th ink eye contact and gesture訂 eimportant … 
I think these non-verbal languages can be learned 

naturally in the process of learning verbal language. 

... difficult for language learners to react immediately 

during English discussion. 

I think one of the factors of the difference is speed of 

processing foreign language in brain. 

I think the abrnty di宵erenceof language learning 

depends on the ability of processing language. 
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6 

7 

8 

8 I influence of non-verbal I We get information not only content of凶kbut also 

aspects I physical message合omspeakers. Eye con旬ctand 

gestures are also important in communication so we 

have to spread our consciousness. However we can 

only concen甘ateon listening when we listen to a 

voice recorder. I think both of them are important in 

language learning because we need to have ability of 

understanding at出emoment when we communicate 

with someone. 

15 I句。1owing”isdifferent I I wondered why I make easy mistakes when I talk 

22 

合om“using” Iwi出 Englishspeakers though I can use grammぽ

correctly in writing. 

motivation + joy of 

communication for 

keep on language 

learning 

Maybe there are some problems in the teaching of 

English. For example, I didn’t practice to speak 

English wi白 realEnglish speakers. Through the 

IOCP, I strongly feel that language learners need to 

interact with real speakers. 

…we c釦’trealize the necessity of using English as a 

tool. So we tend to think that we just need to know 

grammar. 

When language learners feel白紙 theycan’t progress 

their language skills even if由eydo their best, they 

need more motivation. It's very painful thing for 

language learners that白eyfeel limit of learning. 

If there isn't any motivation, people don’t want to 

study an戸norebecause白eyfeel出eyare miserable. 

So I think teachers who teach language訂eneeded 

devices for ”em空y_communication”． 

The overview of her writing tells白紙 shehas gradually filled the gap between language 

learning and language use and realised that the two are由etwo sides of a coin. In the process, 

she found the difficulty of fast language processing, dependence and convenience of nonverbal 

language, and the need of motivation. 

This sample series of writing may not be regardedぉ acase that represents many other 

participants' reflection process. However, this seems to complement the findings obtained in 

the Lightbown and Spadぬ（2006)questionnaire s町 vey.

6. Conclusion 

The date collection and analysis were made for IO participan包 inthe 2009 IOCP in白e

course“Applied Linguistics I.”The participants intended to become a teacher of English at 
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the moment of the study. The data analysis of the questionnaire survey and a cぉeof reflection 

writing has revealed some findings about some influences for and other influences against what 

SLA theory and research suggest. 

The results of the questionnaire were reached by two analysis processes: one by the use of 

statistical analysis (I-test) and the other by a more detailed attention to each individual student’s 

change in each statement. By the 付 est,some influences白紙 supportthe present SLA theory 

and research were represented by their change in the three statements about e汀・orcorrection, 

interference仕omLI, and teaching仕omsimple s廿ucturesto complex ones (Statements 12, 6, 

11 ). The reversed cognition in Statement 12 ( error correction) was also identified in four 

students by the score-change analysis in each individual student. This implies the possibility 

of influence of experiential language learning on pre-service teachers’cognitions about L2 

learning and teaching. Other influences that do not support the SLA theory and research, 

however, were also identified in Statements 10 (teaching gramm剖icalrules) and 13 

(material-exposure relationship), for example. This may be interpreted as白eway to the 

desired direction, but nothing is clear at this stage. 

A case of reflection writing by Student MM  wぉ presentedぉ anexample of teacher 

cognition transformation. This cぉedid not 吋ectthe hypothesis, but more writing data should 

be necessary to draw a more valid interpretation, which will allow more fine-tuned qualitative 

data analysis. 

A more organised and more justified method of data collection should be done and a more 

objective interpretation should be made based on solid evidence. 
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Appendix. Student MM’s series of writing （鎚itis) 

・Ist reflection by student MM  ( I“IOCP, 3 June, 2009) 
difference between language learning and communication 

百1istime, I felt由at“Iammaeele訂 nine”can'tdo without learnine the wav of communication. Mainl払we
have learned gramm訂 wi血 0町 textbooks and pens. I由inkthat it is not so helpful for O町

communication in English. In my cぉe,I can understand出at血econtent of ALT’s speech almost all, but I 

can’t speak English well, I C加’tsummarize my opinion and I can’t express about O町 grouptopic. So I 
have to communicate with foreign people more positively, and notice what I don’t know. natural wav of 

communication. At the end of this activi臥 Iwant to gain more confidence. 

e2nd reflection by student MM  (2nd IOCP, 10 June, 2009) 

communication as a proc鎚 sof language learning 

I noticed由討“lanf!Uae:ele訂nine:”wぉ notiust learning of a Ian四 ae:e.Communication skills are also 

needed for“language le訂nine:＂.百首 oughIOCP, I strongly feel由atwe need白ceto白cepractice with 

foreigners. It is because we can know o町 realabilities and consider them o句ectively.For ex創nple,I 

couldn’t react to ALTs’旬lkand I wぉ iustnodding, It’s not real communication. It’s iust listenin窓oractice

because there is no process of吋noutand outout”which are needed to communication. Actually when we 
communicate with others, we express o町 feelingsor町駅mentsat a real-time, so it is my problem. Like 
由iswe can know our bad po泊也 andalso good poin臼， andI出inkit is also one of出eorocess for 

“Ian即 agelearning". When we learn o町 motherton伊e,we need to be spoken by people. If babv isn’t 

sooken. she/he won’t be able to learn Ian四 age.I出inkit’s almost same svstem when we learn second 

laneuae:e. but we have alreadv knew manv conceo旬。fwords so it is a little eおVorocess. What I want to 

say is白紙 itis also important to communicate with others by a language which we want to m飴 ter.

e3rd 向日ectionby student MM  (3rd IOCP, 17 June, 2009) 

both preparation and immediate reaction 

I noticed出atoreoaration is essential for beginners of language learning when communicating with 

foreigners. In白eprevious t加e,I hadn’t prepared enough but白istime I made some auestion lists and 

expected what ALTs would加 swer.This measwぜsgood point is that we can C訂rvout旬lksmoothlv. On 

the other hand, the bad point is we can’t discuss or react against ALTs talk or question. I血inkit is 

because we tend to persist our idea which we have already prepared so if ALTs talk other topic, we will be 

panic. In conclusion, language learners訂eneeded to have enou!!h aoolication oower to react immediatelv 

althom!h some oreoaration are needed too. In this IOCP, I could say“Please say again”h the first time. It 
takes long time to say it for me. I feel that to ask it needs co町ageparticularly in English. I由泊kthe 

reぉonis白剖 wehave fe訂 tomake foreigners m田-v.and we think it’sぬii町 eof communication白oueh

foreigners do it naturallv in real conversation. 

・4由 reflectionby student MM  ( 4白 IOCP,24 June, 2009) 
non”verbal language can be learned naturally_ 

I think eve contact and e:es加re訂eimoortant when we communicate wi白 others.We can express what we 

can't say in English by non-verbal language. For example, we gestured the way of eating nabe when we 

explained it. Japanese people don’t use ges加reso many times so I曲面kto acquire suchぉ eyecontact 

and gest町eis also language learning for us. Eye con阻ctwas difficult for me in the first time but I’m used 

to do it now. I even feel that it’s rude to people who talk with me if I don’t do eye con旬ct.On血eother 

hand, there訂esome difference c凶 tommovemen飴 soI曲面kwe have to care about it. For example, 

inclining O町 headmeans we can't understand in Japan. But I have heard由剖 foreignpeople don’t do this 

action. So we have to have co町ageto say o町 feelingclearly to some extent. I think these non-verbal 

languages can be learned naturallv in the orocess of learninεverbal lammaee. 

・5threflection by student MM  (5th IOCP, 1 July, 2009) 
speed of processing language 

I白ink出atit is difficult for lane:uage learners to react immediatelv during English discussion. I feel 
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strongly that ALTs tend to take most of time in the discussion. We can’t participate in the talk easily. After 
5 sessions, some Japanese students seems to be able to interact with them. On the other hand, some 
students, like me, find 
it difficult. I出inkone of the factors of the di能 renceis soeed of orocessing forei四 languagein brain. We 
have language system which learn language in o町 brain.I think the abilitv di宵erenceof language 
learning deoends on由eabilitv of orocessing language, However I曲面klanguage learning sys旬mis only 

improved by interaction like we did when we learned O町 firstlanguage.“Practice makes perfect”is a 
coπ・ect idea to express this function. What we can do is to talk with foreigners as much as possible. 

・6血 reflectionby student MM  ( 6出 IOCP,8 July, 2009) 
influence of non-verbal aspects 

I wonder why I can more understand content of talk by vice recorder出anface-to・facecommunication. 
Although I struggle to get information from ALTs during session, I notice由athow much I can’t he訂 旬lk
by listening to the voice recorder again. I don’t know the reason clearly but I think one of白ereasons is 
the degree of concentration. We get information not onlv content of talk but also ohvsical messa目的m
soeal句rs. Eve contact and史的側resare also imoortant in communication so we have to soread our 
consciousness. However we can onlv concen廿ateon listening when we listen to a voice recorder. I 
think both of them are imoortant in language learning because we need to have abilitv of understanding at 
the moment when we communicate with someone. As a step of learning language, it’s good for people 
to experience face-to・ぬcecommunication and identi今thecontent of communication. 

・7threflection by student MM  (7出 IOCP,15 July, 2009) 
“knowing”is different from “using” 
I wondered wh~ I make easv mistakes when I同lkwith English soeakers though I can use町amm訂
correctlv in writing, For example, tense, the plural form, word order and so on. Especially word order 
is di節cultfor me. I tend to just line the words. To some ex旬nt,English speakers can guess what I 
want to say. However tt’s not peげとctcommunication because we can’t communicate smoothly. I’m 
wondering whether my mistakes will be improved if I continue trying to speak with English speakers. I 
have studies gramm訂 thepast 7 ye訂sbut I still can’t use English fluently. Mavbe there釘esome 
oroblems in the teaching of English. For examole. I didn’t oractice to soeak English with real English 
soeakers. Through the IOCP. I stronglv feel that l印刷agelearners need to interact with real soeakers. 
Because Jap加 esepeople don’t usually have enough oppo目unitiesto飽lkwith foreigners, we can’t realize 
由enecessity of using English as a tool. So we tend to think that we iust need to know町ammar. I 
由inkto use Englishぉ atool of communication is a difficult process for language learners so writing 
practice and communicating practice are both needed to learn English. 

es出 reflectionby student MM  (8出 IOCP,22 July, 2009) 
motivation+ joy of communication for keep on language learning 
I think the speed of learning language is verγdifferent仕ompeople to people. Through the IOCP, I try to 
progress my English skills, but I can’t remarkable progress. When language learners feel th剖 theycan’t 
progress白eirlanguage skills even if they do their best, thev need more motivation. It’s verv oainful thing 
for language learners that thev feel limit of learning, I think giving chance to enjoy communication is 
verγimportant.”E吋oycommunication" will be big motivation because we think we want to旬lkwith 
foreigners. At the same time, people know their limit of language ski11s by communicating with others. 
This is why people need more motivation. If there isn’t any motivation, people don’t want to study 
m戸norebecause they feel they釘emiserable. So I thi叫cteachers who teach language are needed devices 
for”eniov communication”． 
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